
  

VIRIBUS XPR-5580G ATEX ZONE 0 LANTERN WITH 12-220V
CHARGER
https://www.securhit.com/en/eclairage-atex/403-projecteur-atex-xpr-5580g-chargeur-12-220v.html Atex
rechargeable floodlight zone 0

  

Description
The rechargeable Atex XPR-5580G spotlight offers focused, diffuse, and combined lighting, ideal for
explosive atmospheres. It's especially suited for industrial settings or firefighter use.
The focused setting provides three levels of brightness at 210, 100, and 30 lumens, with a reach of 384
meters. Diffuse lighting allows visibility through smoke, featuring three brightness levels of 200, 100, and
a "survival mode" at 30 lumens, ensuring ample light for emergencies with a lifespan of 65 hours. The
combined lighting mode enables users to see distant objects and the ground ahead during movement or
work.

Powered by a rechargeable lithium-ion battery, the XPR-5580G's battery life can be increased by 40 hours
with two additional lithium-ion batteries.

FEATURES
ATEX Zone 0 certification
CREE® LED technology with a 50,000-hour lifespan
Offers focused, diffuse, and combined lighting options
Three brightness levels in focused mode plus a strobe feature
High-efficiency deep parabolic reflector for a strong focused beam
Three brightness levels in diffuse mode, including a 30 lumens "survival" setting
Combined lighting (focused and diffuse simultaneously) for maximum efficiency and safety
Encased in fiberglass-reinforced Nylon polymer
Dual switch mechanism
Waterproof
Resistant to impacts and chemicals
Compliant with Directive 2014/34/EU
9G charger stand, compliant in all positions per NFPA-1901 (2009)
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Unique serial number for identification
Includes a rechargeable lithium-ion battery
Battery life extendable by 40 hours
Lifetime warranty*

SPECIFICATIONS
Brightness levels:
Focused mode: high � 210, medium � 100, low � 30 lumens
Diffuse mode: high � 210, medium � 100, survival � 30 lumens
Combined lighting mode � 300 lumens Battery life:
Focused mode: high � 12h, medium � 19h, low � 65h
Diffuse mode: high � 14h, medium � 19h, survival � 65h
Combined lighting mode � 9.25h
Charge time: 6 hours
Beam distance: 384 meters
IP 67 waterproof rating
Drop test: 2 meters
Dimensions: Length: 20.32 cm, Width: 10.16 cm, Heit: 12.7 cm, Lens diameter: 10.16 cm
Weight: 940 grams

INCLUDED
Spotlight
Shoulder strap
Rechargeable lithium-ion battery
Vehicle charger stand and/or wall mount
12V charging cable
230V AC adapter
AA battery case (batteries not included) 

Caractéristiques
- Dimensions : 20.32 x 10.16 x 12.7 cm
- Weight : 940 g
- Certification : Atex zone 0
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